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RidgeGear RTLK1 Kinetic™ Tool
Lanyard with Choke Loop
Product Images Product Code: S00-7568

Short Description

The RTLK1 is a Kinetic™ twin tool lanyard with a choke loop for tool attachment. It is suitable for tools up
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to 10kg in weight.

Kinetic™ is a unique webbing specially designed and developed to reduce the potentially devestating
shock involved in the event of a fall. It was originally developed for RidgeGear fall arrest lanyards but the
principle is exactly the same and equally important in the event of a falling tool.

A Kinetic™ tool lanyard significantly reduces the risk of a dropped tool dragging the user off a platform
and, because the deployed distance is less than the shock pack tool lanyard, it can reduce the risk
below, too.

Length: 1.25 metres
Web material: 25mm / 20mm water repellent polyester
Webbing strength: > 1000kg
Tool attachment: 210mm choke loop

*Karabiners are shown for illustrative purposes only and are sold separately

Description

The RTLK1 is a Kinetic™ twin tool lanyard with a choke loop for tool attachment. It is suitable for tools up
to 10kg in weight.

Kinetic™ is a unique webbing specially designed and developed to reduce the potentially devestating
shock involved in the event of a fall. It was originally developed for RidgeGear fall arrest lanyards but the
principle is exactly the same and equally important in the event of a falling tool.

A Kinetic™ tool lanyard significantly reduces the risk of a dropped tool dragging the user off a platform
and, because the deployed distance is less than the shock pack tool lanyard, it can reduce the risk
below, too.

Length: 1.25 metres
Web material: 25mm / 20mm water repellent polyester
Webbing strength: > 1000kg
Tool attachment: 210mm choke loop

*Karabiners are shown for illustrative purposes only and are sold separately
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